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Accessories

Benefits

Reducer + track Riser + Stair TreadStair noset-molding + track Underlayment

timberCore™ floor 
surfaces are stain 
resistant.

timberCore™ floor 
surfaces are flame 
resistant.

timberCore™ floors 
are built with walking 
noise reduction.

timberCore™ 
floor surfaces  
are 100%  
water-resistant.

timberCore™ floors 
are produced 
natural/sustainable 
raw materials with 
75% less formaldehyde.

timberCore™ 
floors offer  
an efficient air 
exchange.

timberCore™ floors  
are rugged and highly 
resistant against  
load and impact.

timberCore™  
floor surfaces 
are antistatic.

timberCore™ 
floor surfaces 
are anti-slip.

timberCore™ floors 
are non-fading 
and retain shine  
over many years.

timberCore™ floors 
give a warm & 
comfortable  
underfoot feel.

timberCore™ floor 
surfaces are abrasion 
resistant.

timberCore™ 
floor surfaces 
are Micro-Scratch 
resistant.

timberCore™ floor 
surfaces are largely 
resistant against 
cigarette burns.

timberCore™ floors 
are well suited for 
sub-floor heating 
systems.

Features

Beauty & Technology
12 mm heavy floor: 
Has the thickest 
 substrate layer 
for  wood flooring, 
 making it the most 
 durable.

AC5:
Highest abrasion 
 class (AC) rating 
 based on tests for 
 durability, impact 
 resistance, swelling, 
 stain resistance  and 
fade resistance.

Certification 33: 
Highest abrasion 
 class rating based 
 on durability.

25 years Warranty: 
On residential use.

10 years Warranty: 
On commercial use.

V3: 
The depth of  
groove  between  
the planks.

Box Specifications Pallet Specifications
Planks per Box 8
Meter² per Box 1.6724
Square Feet per Box 18
Average Box Weight 15 kgs.
Box Dimensions 1,230 × 182 × 103 mm

Boxes per Pallet 50
Meter² per Pallet 83.62
Square Feet per Pallet 900
Average Pallet Dimensions 1,230 × 910 × 1133 mm
Boxes per Pallet Width/Height 5 Widthwise, 10 Heightwise
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Revolutionary Wood 
Flooring System
100% Water-Resistant
25% Faster Installation
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Balance Paper Layer 

Laser-Printed Wood-Look Design Layer

Welcome health into every home
The timberCore™ difference is also in health and environmental 
responsibility. The core board is made of particleboard using 
real wood as opposed to MDF or HDF. This eliminates the level 
of formaldehyde by 75% making timberCore™ the only brand 
with this health advantage.

Aluminum Oxide Wear-Resistant Top Seal

The solidGround™  
Commitment
Exclusive to Lucida® Surfaces, our solid ground stamp of excellence  
assures that we meet the following criteria:

•  Generations of durability
•  Rigidity and flawless stability (even over imperfect surfaces)
•  Easy and simple do it yourself installation 

timberCore™ planks are UL-rated AC5. This premium quality is typically  
reserved for the highest traffic commercial spaces. 

Designed for ultimate durability, our planks are ready for anything. 
Extremely resistant to damages of any kind, up to ten times more than 
leading brands, this means the timberCore™ durability is measured 
in generations, not decades.

Patented nuClick™ Interlocking System 

Out with old, 
in with the nuClick™
Our innovative nuClick™ locking mechanism offers ten times the lock-in strength  
of other brands. nuClick™ tabs are found on all 4 sides of each plank allowing for 
a much simpler installation that’s 25% faster.

As the only floor system in the market that allows you to install, remove and  
re-install many times over without ever damaging the locking tabs, timberCore™  
planks are always safe and remain intact with no wear and tear damage for 
smooth re-installation.

While offering an industry high locking mechanism, nuClick™ technology allows 
ample air circulation between planks to avoid buildup of mold and mildew and, 
in the event of using a heated floor, nuClick™ also allows heat to rise more efficiently.

Patented mBrace™ 100% Water-resistant Casing 

Time to mBrace™  
positive change
Lucida’s mBrace™ technology features a 100% water resistant casing that fully 
protects planks from water damages such as warping, swelling and deformation. 
mBrace™ casing literally embraces the planks holding them dimensionally stable 
not to contract or expand. timberCore™ planks are always safe from any damages 
and are always reusable. In the event of a flood, simply unlock the planks, 
allow the floor and planks to dry, then re-install using the very same planks.

Premium Pressed Poplar Wood Board

A new & revolutionary  
wood flooring system that  
is 100% water-resistant
Designed, engineered and manufactured to perfection, timberCore™ has one mission; 
to let life live. With today’s challenges of laminate flooring and luxury vinyl tiles, 
here’s the timberCore™ solution.


